
 

Thank you very much for choosing upTOP™ overland for your adventure gear. We know you 
are excited to get this thing on the north end of your rig but PLEASE take a few minutes to read 
through this instruction manual and familiarize yourself with the parts, our terminology and the 
hardware assortment. If at any point you are uncomfortable performing this installation on your 
own go to a professional installation center and have them perform the installation. 

The quickWIRE harness system is a solution that allows you to make quick work of wiring the 
lights in your new upTOP rack. The harness is designed for Alpha roof racks but can be easily 
adapted to Bravo line as well by use of wire tie mounts and cable ties. 

Tools Required: 

5/32 Allen Wrench 
5mm Allen wrench 
6mm Allen Wrench 
13mm Open End or Ratchet Wrench 
Thread locker (Blue NOT Red) 
Electrical Tape 
Needle Nose Pliers 
Ladder 

Contents: 

upTOP quickWIRE wiring harness 
DT Waterproof Connectors and Terminals 
Water Proof Grommet (depends on vehicle application) 

As the harnesses are made to order the specific configuration of the harness can vary.  

upTOP STANDARD COLOR CODES 

Orange: Rock Light Power (12v Positive) 
Black: (Any) GROUND ONLY 
White: Fairing Power (12v Positive) Circuit 1 
Purple: Fairing Power (12v Positive) Circuit 2 
Red:  (If applicable) SPARE 
Blue: (If applicable) SPARE 

Installation: 

The installation and termination of the quickWIRE harness will require disassembly of your roof 
rack (Alpha). You will need to remove the front fairing and side armor. Refer to installation 
instructions supplied via email with roof rack for assembly instructions and complete in reverse 
order. 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STEP 1 

Remove Fairing and armorTEK from rack. Store all hardware in tub or container/baggy and do 
NOT displace any of it. Please note the different lengths of hardware, thread pitches and 
locations of each fastener during disassembly so that you can put things back where they go 
when completed. 

STEP 2 

Unpack the quickWIRE harness. In the package you will find a main harness (taped) and 
various bags of connectors. 

Stretch the harness out on the ground. Orientation of the harness can be determined by 
verifying that the end of the harness with the WHITE, GREY and ORANGE heat shrink are 
facing the front of the vehicle. 

The PURPLE and GREEN heat shrink wires go to the REAR of the vehicle. 

STEP 3 

The quickWIRE harness is designed to be attached to the DRIVER side of the grooveTEK on 
your roof rack. In most cases  you will find small wire tie mounts already attached to your 
harness.These will snap into the grooveTEK in the lower most holes that ARE NOT TAPPED in 
your grooveTEK. Once you have them all snapped  

The wiring with the ORANGE heat shrink is to be PASSED THROUGH THE TRIANGULAR 
hole at the FRONT of your grooveTEK. These are for the lighting in your FAIRING. We build 
these for dual function light bars. The THREE wires are typically used as follows: 

WHITE:  LIGHT BAR LED FUNCTION 1 

PURPLE: LIGHT BAR LED FUNCTION 2 

BLACK: GROUND (Do NOT use BLACK for any other function) 

The remaining pig tail with the WHITE heat shrink is for the front left rock light location. It is 
wired as follows: 

ORANGE: Rock Light Positive 

BLACK: GROUND 

The coiled wire left over with  GREY heat shrink is for the front RIGHT rock light. We intend for 
you to pass this wire through the load bar adjustment slot on the forward most load bar of your 
roof rack. Fish the wires through the load bar to keep them protected from the elements and 
concealed. They will exit on the passenger side of the grooveTEK. This is why the connector is 
not installed prior to shipment the connector will not fit through the slot. It may be beneficial to 
remove one of the load bar mounting bolts to make it easier to push the wire through. A small 
pick tool can also be used to fish the tip of the wire out of the slot and then you can pull it by 
hand. 
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STEP 4 

Repeat the same process at the rear of the grooveTEK (vehicle) with the wire coil that has 
PURPLE heat shrink on it. This wire should be fished through the very rear load bar on your 
roof rack. 
 

The remaining pig tail with the GREEN heat shrink is for your left rear rock light. Same as in the 
front for ALL rock light locations the ORANGE is positive and the BLACK is ground. 

STEP 5 

The final bundle of wiring is the main input location for wiring the lights in your roof rack to your 
electrical switching system (NOT INCLUDED). The short length ensures that you will have the 
included 6 pin connector in a discrete location and will allow you to simply unplug the harness in 
the instance the rack needs to be removed from the truck. 

If the 6 pin connector arrived to you pre-terminated and populated you will need to access the 
wiring colors in this guide and use that as reference for alignment of the wiring that goes into the 
cabin of your vehicle. In BRAVO applications a tail harness is provided with the quickWIRE that 
is long enough to reach the front of your vehicle. The Alpha quickWIRE harness cover the roof 
rack assembly lighting only and you will need your own wiring to run from the outside roof of the 
vehicle to whatever switching system you have decided to use. 

STEP 6 

You can now terminate and install any connectors that arrived to you not attached to wiring. The 
following images will detail the orientation of pins, locking retainers and explain which 
connectors are used for each application. 

The pins that we provide you with DO NOT require any special crimping tool. You can terminate 
these terminals with a simple set of needle nose pliers or hand crimpers. If you see reference to 
a specialized, very expensive Deutsche crimping tool in any videos you may watch about these 
DT connectors please remember that we provided you with a much more user friendly terminal 
and that there is no need for a specialized tool 
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NOTE: 

On some roof racks where the rear load bar installs vertically instead of horizontally the slot 
CANNOT be used to pass the wiring through. You can improvise a solution to get the wiring 
across to the other side using a combination of zip ties and tape.  

Another option is to drill a .3125” hole between the two VERTICAL fasteners that secure the 
rear load bar and make  your own opening to ass the wires through. The load bars are 
always hollow and using the .3125” drill bit CENTERED will not contact the interior of the 
load bar. Additionally your entire roof rack assembly is aluminum so there is no need for 
concern of corrosion of unfinished material edges after drilling a hole.



DIAGRAM A 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The diagram above details the use of the MALE AND FEMALE pins/connectors. 

Once you’ve stripped back the ends of the wire and attached the METAL terminals you will slide 
them into the GREY connectors. The orientation is very important for this and a video can be 
found here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jE712DGw8CY 

You can also simply go to youTUBE and type “DT connector insertion video” and find exactly 
what you are looking for.

The GREEN wedgelock inserts into the RECEPTACLE DT connector AFTER the pins are 
inserted. If you feel resistance or it doesn’t seem to fit inside the connector you have the pins 
improperly seated.


The ORANGE plug wedgelock inserts into the PLUG DT connector AFTER the pins are 
inserted properly. Please be sure that the ORANGE rubber gasket is installed on the PLUG DT 
connector prior to inserting the ORANGE plug wedgelock.


There are some very hard to see numbers molded into the connectors. They indicate which 
side of the plug you are putting a wire into. 


For example:


When you receive a terminated DT connector from us for a rock light the ORANGE wire will 
always be in the socket labeled “1” and ground will be in the socket labeled “2”. 


If you are having trouble seeing the numbers you can simple line the plugs up with one another 
and make a note of the wire colors on one side and make sure that you pin the opposing 
connector to mirror that.


This should also be the first thing that you verify if you encounter a light not working after 
completing installation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jE712DGw8CY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jE712DGw8CY
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This is the 2 pin connector provided to you for 
your rock light connections. Complete the 
pinning procedure outlined in diagram A in this 
guide for each rock light. Ensure you hear a 
“click” when you mate the two connectors and 
verify they are secure by tugging them apart 
gently. 

This is the 3 pin connector provided to you for 
your fairing connections. Complete the pinning 
procedure outlined in diagram A in this guide for 
each rock light. Ensure you hear a “click” when 
you mate the two connectors and verify they are 
secure by tugging them apart gently. 

This is the 6 pin connector provided to you for 
your rack connection to the main wiring harness 
into your vehicle. Complete the pinning 
procedure outlined in diagram A in this guide for 
each rock light. Ensure you hear a “click” when 
you mate the two connectors and verify they are 
secure by tugging them apart gently. 

WARNING 

It will be required of you to get the wiring to the roof rack into the interior cabin of 
your vehicle. Some people will route the wiring through an exterior gasket area. We 

discourage this due to the increased risk of water leaking into the interior of your 
vehicle. The preferred method is to use a water proof grommet and drill a pass 
through hole in the roof of the vehicle. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOU CHECK, 

DOUBLE CHECK, AND TRIPLE CHECK THE CHOSEN AREA YOU WILL DRILL 
TO ENSURE THE OPPOSING SIDE OF THE METAL IS FREE FROM 

ELECTRICAL HARNESSES, AIRBAGS, DOUBLE WALL SHEET METAL, AND 
OTHER HAZARDS THAT COULD CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE VEHICLE 

OR INJURY TO YOURSELF AND OTHERS. 



STEP 7 

You will now need to make a decision about how to get the wiring into the cabin of the vehicle. 
upTOP  Overland will NOT provide information about purported “safe” areas for drilling the roof 
of a vehicle. It is the sole responsibility of the installer to verify safe passage and the use of 
proper barrier protection to prevent wire chafing or water intrusion to the cabin of the vehicle. 

It CANNOT be stressed enough that you verify that the area you’ve chosen to drill is free of any 
obstruction on the opposing side of the area where you are going to drill. 

HINT: The areas where factory antennas pass through roofs are a REALLY good place to start 
searching for an area for you to make your hole. 

With caution you can now make the pass through hole in the vehicle. If you were provided a 
water proof grommet with your quickWIRE the hole that you need to drill is: 
              
      .600” (15.24mm)  

This is the standard size for the PG9 grommet that we provide with quickWIRE harness kits. 

STEP 8 

Route the wiring through the vehicle to your preferred switching system (NOT INCLUDED). Be 
sure to keep the harness away from vehicle safety systems and wiring. 

Terminate your connections and verify proper operation of your roof rack lighting.
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SPECIFICATIONS 

WIRE TYPE: 18 Gauge Stranded OFC Pure Copper 
Current capacity: 10.6 Amps per conductor 

 DO NOT EXCEED 10.6 amps per circuit.  

BEST PRACTICE 

Use a Digital Multi Meter to verify any electrical circuit before interfacing.  
Use proper fusing on all circuits. DO NOT apply power with no fuse in place. 

Verify ground connections are vehicle chassis ground direct. 


